
Simple limited text in large font, nicely illustrated.  Interper-
sonal skills and showing responsibility for primary grades.  
Ideas at the back for reinforcing skills.  Also an illustrated 
list of other titles in the series. 

Simple limited text in large font, nicely illustrated.  Social skills 
and being respectful for primary grades.  Ideas at the back for 
reinforcing skills, and an illustrated list of other    titles in the 
series. 

 
How should you care for books?  You can check it out at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laAVkN3mIZQ  

Books to Check Out—Learning Values 
 

The idea is to teach virtues through children’s literature.  I 
would probably choose different pieces, but this book is worth 
browsing (check it out at the library or bookstore) to inspire 
your own choices and ideas. 



A Little Critter book.  The fancy dinosaur toy keeps break-
ing.  The kid at last decides to trade it in for a construction 
set, that is already in parts.  Brief text in large font, 1-2nd 
grade reading level, but appropriate topic for younger chil-
dren. 

Read aloud.  Brief text, engaging illustrations.  Willie found a wal-
let. What should he do?  Mother takes him downtown to put an ad 
in the paper.  Many people call, but finally the right one.  Willie 
finds how good it feels to give the man back his wallet with all his 
family pictures.  And Dad gives Willie a wallet of his own, with his 
mom and dad’s pictures. 

I’m Going to Read level 1.  Up to 50 words, K-grade 1, age 4-6.  
Ideas for parents in the front.  Boy  tries to give alternate explana-
tions so he won’t have to clean up spilled milk. Taking responsibility. 

Read aloud about responsibility.  Megan’s father asked her to 
feed the pigs, but not to open the gate.  Also about making 
judgments.  Troubles ensue.  You can check it out online, 
such as:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkjLrTMCw0s  

 

Simple early reader.  Child likes her messy room, but mom doesn’t.  
Good opportunity to talk about why to keep one’s domicile clean.  
Details to look for in the pictures. 



Board Book—simple text, mostly one or two words per page, 
large font. Appealing illustrations on double page spreads.  Sug-
gestions for parents and caregivers at the end.  Other books in 
the series on back cover. 

 

 

 

 


